
Ground collision between Boeing 777-223 and Boeing 737-823, September
13, 2002

Micro-summary: Boeing 777-223 collides with a Boeing 737-823.

Event Date: 2002-09-13 at 1810 EDT

Investigative Body: National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), USA

Investigative Body's Web Site: http://www.ntsb.gov/

Cautions:

1. Accident reports can be and sometimes are revised. Be sure to consult the investigative agency for the
latest version before basing anything significant on content (e.g., thesis, research, etc).

2. Readers are advised that each report is a glimpse of events at specific points in time. While broad
themes permeate the causal events leading up to crashes, and we can learn from those, the specific
regulatory and technological environments can and do change. Your company's flight operations
manual is the final authority as to the safe operation of your aircraft!

3. Reports may or may not represent reality. Many many non-scientific factors go into an investigation,
including the magnitude of the event, the experience of the investigator, the political climate, relationship
with the regulatory authority, technological and recovery capabilities, etc. It is recommended that the
reader review all reports analytically. Even a "bad" report can be a very useful launching point for learning.

4. Contact us before reproducing or redistributing a report from this anthology. Individual countries have
very differing views on copyright! We can advise you on the steps to follow.
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HISTORY OF FLIGHT

On  September  13,  2002,  about  1810  eastern  daylight time, the left wingtip of a Boeing 777-223
(B777)  airplane  being  towed,  N759AN,  registered  to  American Airlines, Inc., collided with the
rudder  of  a  Boeing  737-823  (B737), N939AN, also registered to American Airlines, Inc., that was
parked  at  gate  E34  with  passengers  on-board  awaiting  pushback  for  a  flight,  at the Miami
International  Airport,  Miami, Florida.  Visual meteorological conditions prevailed at the time and
an  instrument  flight rules (IFR) flight plan was filed for the B737 airplane that was operating in
accordance  with  14  CFR Part 121, as flight 977, a scheduled, international passenger/cargo flight
from  Miami,  to  Panama  City,  Panama.    Both  airplanes sustained minor damage and there were no
injuries  to the captain, first officer, 99 passengers, or 4 cabin crewmembers in the B737 airplane.
  There  were  no injuries to the brake rider, or tow tug driver who were involved with the B777 tow
operation.

The  B777  airplane  was being tow repositioned from gate E11 to a maintenance hangar.  According to
the  American Airlines Operations-Tower Coordinator (tower coordinator), the brake rider of the B777
being  towed  contacted  him and requested pushback clearance.  He advised in part to tow out on the
centerline.    The  brake  rider  read back the instructions correctly but during the tow, he (tower
coordinator)  noted  that  the  airplane  was being towed on the "south line" instead of the "center
line."   He advised the brake rider over the frequency of this and the brake rider responded that he
knew  and  he  was  trying  to  get  the attention of the tug operator but he (tug operator) was not
responding.    The  tower  coordinator  advised  the  brake  rider that the airplane being towed was
getting close to the airplane parked on gate E34, then notified him of the impact.

The  brake  rider  in  the  B777  airplane reported that when he contacted ramp he received pushback
clearance  then  routing  via  taxi  lane  6C,  which he relayed to the tow tug driver.  The tow tug
driver  questioned  what  direction  to  position the tail, he (tow tug driver) then stated he would
call  operations.    That  was  the  last two-way communication he had with the tow tug driver.  The
airplane  started  moving  on  the tow and when he noted the airplane was being towed onto taxi lane
6S,  he  tried  contacting  the  tow  tug  driver  on the interphone but was unsuccessful.  He later
reported  that when being towed on taxi lane 6S, he thought it was unsafe due to the close proximity
to  the  airplanes  on gates near the taxi lane line.  He also turned the nose and landing lights on
several  times  to  gain  the  tow tug drivers attention, but was unsuccessful.  He did not feel the
collision, and was advised by an unknown person on the frequency of the collision.

The  driver  of the tow tug was tasked with tow repositioning the B777 airplane from gate E-11 to an
American  Airlines  maintenance  hangar.  He reported that he arrived at the airplane to be towed at
1800  hours, and he checked the equipment.  He used the interphone system to contact the brake rider
and  advised  he  was ready for brake release and waited approximately 15 minutes.  He then received
clearance  from  the brake rider to pushback and tow forward.  He later reported the brake rider did
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not  specify what route to follow.  He began the pushback and the wing tip walkers left the tow when
forward  motion  began.    He  entered  taxi  lane 6S, and reported that since the tow operation was
approaching  spot 6 near a "roadway", and since he had not yet heard from the cockpit, he elected to
stop  the  tow operation.  He got out of the tow vehicle, and noted that the headset cord was broken
and  not  attached  to  the  airplane;  the  cord  was  laying on the ground while the plug remained
connected  to  the  service  interphone system jack located on the nose landing gear strut assembly.
At  that time he was advised on the damage to the airplanes.  He later reported he did not brief the
members of the tow team about the route to follow.

A  review  of  communications  between  the  American  Airlines  Operations Tower Coordinator (tower
coordinator)  and  the B777 brake rider revealed the coordinator advised the brake rider to give way
to  an  inbound  company  MD80  airplane,  push  tail  east,  and to take "...it on the centerline."
Further  review  of  the  communications  between  the  coordinator  and the brake rider revealed he
contacted  the  coordinator  and  advised that he was trying to get the attention of the brake rider
but was unsuccessful.  Another individual broadcast that the B777 clipped the B737 airplane.

The  captain of the B737 reported that his flight was parked at the gate (Gate E34) with the parking
brake  on,  and  the  agent  had just closed the door.  He and the first officer were completing the
checklist  when  they  felt  a  slight  movement.   He called ground personnel on the interphone who
reported  to  him  that  the  airplane  had been contacted by another airplane.  He then called ramp
control  who  confirmed  that  his  airplane  had  been  contacted  and  appeared to be damaged.  He
(captain)  instructed  ramp control personnel to have the jet bridge brought back in position and he
exited  the  airplane  and inspected his airplane noting the damage.  He noted the B777 was 150 feet
west  of  his  aircraft's position on the "south tow line" and that airplane appeared to have damage
to  the  left wingtip.  He returned to his airplane and had the passengers deplane.  He was assigned
another  airplane for the flight and proceeded on the trip sequence.  He further reported that at no
time prior to the collision had his airplane moved from its position.

Postincident examination of the B737 airplane revealed the rudder was fractured in two pieces.

TESTS AND RESEARCH

Postincident  drug  and  alcohol  testing  of  samples  from the tug driver and the brake rider were
negative.

As  previously  mentioned  in  the  History of Flight section of this report, the airplane was towed
following  taxi  lane  6S,  while the Tower Coordinator advised the brake rider to tow following the
"centerline",  and  the brake rider reportedly advised the tow tug driver to follow the center line.
Taxi  lane  6S  is  designated  to  be used for Boeing 757 airplanes, while taxi lane designed 6C is
designated for B777 and smaller airplanes.

A  Notices  to  Airman  (NOTAM)  was  submitted  by  the Miami-Dade Aviation Department to the Miami
International  Flight  Service  Station  on    August  10,  2001, advising that the outer taxi lanes
between  concourses  D  and  E  were  designated  "6S"  and "6N" which were restricted to Boeing 757
airplanes  and  smaller  airplanes.  The taxi lane between the outer taxi lanes was designated "6C",
and  is  unrestricted.    The NOTAM was reportedly disseminated by Miami-Dade Aviation Department to
all airlines via a burst facsimile.

The  driver of the tow tug reported that prior to the incident tow, he had never been trained in the
significance  of the taxi lanes designated 6S, 6C, or 6N.  Additionally, he reported that on the day
of  the incident, he towed 4 different airplanes prior to towing the incident airplane; all the tows
were  uneventful.  Prior to towing that day, he last towed an airplane a minimum of 6 years earlier.
  Since  coming  back  to  the  ramp  after  being  away for 6 years, he had not received additional
training  in  towing  operations,  and prior to the incident tow he had never towed a B777 airplane.
Review  of  the tow tug driver's training records revealed he had not been trained in tow operations
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involving  B777  airplanes.    His training records reflect that he was qualified for tow operations
for  DC-10,  B727,  B757,  B767, and A300 airplanes on February 8, 1991.  Additionally, his training
records  reflect  that  he  was "Tow Crew Qualified Miami" on January 1, 1996.  His training records
did not reflect any further tow training.

At  the  time  of  the  incident  American  Airlines did not require tow training specific to a B777
airplane  if  the tow was conducted by or for maintenance, and the person had received wide body tow
training.

According  to  the  American Airlines operations manager who oversees training for ramp services and
safety,  the  B777 came into their fleet in June 2000, and at the time of the incident, the training
department  at  Miami  was  not  aware  of  the  tow training curriculum for the B777 airplane.  She
further  stated  that  the  training  department  first became aware of the B777 training curriculum
approximately  1  week  after  the  incident.    The  B777  tow  training curriculum was implemented
approximately the beginning of October 2002.

Review  of  records  2  days after the incident showing tow qualified American Airlines personnel at
Miami  revealed  a total of 59 employees.  Review of the airline tow qualified list 3 days after the
incident  revealed a total of 41 employees, and review of the airline tow qualified list for Miami 4
days after the incident revealed a total of 18 employees.

The  brake  rider  in  the  B777  airplane is a mechanic with the airline and at the time of the tow
operation  his  training  records  reflect  that  he  had  not  been  trained on B777 Cockpit Towing
procedures,  although  he  had  received ground handling training in the airplane in March 2002.  He
had been trained in March 2002, that taxi lane 6C was to be used by wide body aircraft.
 
Postincident  testing  of  the  tow  tug  involved  in  the  incident revealed the interphone system
operationally  checked  good  (i.e.  two  way  communications were heard from the tug to the cockpit
using  two  exemplar headset cords connected together simulating the incident tow).  The testing was
performed  on a different airplane than the incident airplane.  Additionally, examination of another
B777  airplane  in  American Airlines fleet at Miami revealed no designated point on the airplane to
support the headset cord providing strain relief.

Review  of the markings on the ground for gate E34 revealed that with a B737 parked nearly perfectly
on  that  spot,  a  portion  of  the right horizontal stabilizer extended approximately 10-12 inches
beyond the fuchsia colored line.
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Investigator-In-Charge (IIC)

Additional Persons Participating in This Accident/Incident Investigation:
Linda M Webb
Aviation Safety Inspector
FAA Flight Standards District Office
8600 NW 36th Street, Suite 200
Miami, FL 33166

Ronald A Smith
Manager, Airside Operations
Miami-Dade Aviation Department
P.O. Box 592075
Miami, FL 33159

John   Darbo
Manager, Flight Operations Safety
American Airlines
P.O. Box 619617
Dallas/Fort Worth, TX 75261

Jorge   Rojas
Vice President
Transport Workers Union of America
5705 N.W. 38th Street
Miami Springs, FL 33166

Wayne   Boyd
Transport Workers Union of America
5395 N.W. 36th Street
Miami Springs, FL 33166

Joseph   Cafarelli
TWU Steward
Transport Workers Union of America
5395 N.W. 36th Street
Miami Springs, FL 33166

Timothy W. Monville
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